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Abstrac’A
survey .
o
f associative proccwing’
techniques is presented, together with a guideto #e published literaturein this field.
Same familirn’ty with-the basic*concepts.of arreodative.proceesingis
assumed. The references have
been divided into four groups dealing
with architecturalconcepts, hardware implementation, software considerations,andapplicationareas. The discassion of architectural
concepts cunsists of a dannifiration of associative devices into four
major categories (fully parallel,bit-serial,word-serial,andblockoriented) and an enumeration d techniquesfor dealingaith multiple
-responsesand-hardware faults.
With respect to hardware implementation, considerations are givento the basic oparations implemented,
hardware elements used (e.g., cryoelectrics, magnetic elements, and
semiconductors),and-physicalcharacteristics such aa speed, size,
and cost. The discussion of software aspects of associative devices
deals with synthesis of algorithms, programmingproblems,and
software simulation. The application areas dimwed include solotion of some mathematical systems, radar signal processing, informationstorageandretrieval,andperformance
of certaincontrol
functions in computer systems.

number. of surveys and introductory.expositions .which have
appearedintheliterature[17],[MI,
[65], [loll, [153],
[155], [164]. Murtha [lo51 surveys highly parallel information processing systems and provides insight into the relationship of associative devices to other highly parallel systems.
The division of references into four groups dealing with architectural ’ concepts, hardware implementation, software considerations, and application areas should help the reader put
individual references in perspective.
-Before proceeding any further, it is appropriate to define
the class of systems we are dealing with. Most authors have
.defined associative processing as the performance of certain
operations in parallel on a number of words. In this paper,we
take the view that an associative device is a ‘black box” with
certain functional capabilities. Whether or not operations are
performed i n parallel .within the black box is immaterial. In
fact, we will see that the conceptsof serial and block-oriented
INTRODUCTION
Accordingly, we
ORE THAN 15 YEARS have passed since the pub- associativeprocessing are very important.
propose the following definitions.
lication of the first paper dealing with the concept
.AssociativeMemory: Anassociativememoryisastorage
of associativeprocessing[141].Numerousimpledevice
that stores data in a number of cells. The cells c a n be
mentation problems in the early years limited the applicaaccessed
or loaded on the basis of their contents.
tions of associative processing techniques to small and highly
Associative Processor: An associative processor is an
assospecialized systems. Recent advancesin computer technology
ciative
memory
in
which
more
sophisticated
data
transformaand developmentof new architectural concepts for associative
devices have..made the designof larger and more flexible sys- tions can be performed on the contents of a number of cells
selected according to the contents.
tems possible.
AssociativeComputer: Anassociativecomputeris
a comThe primary thesisof this paperis that associative processputer
system
that
uses
an
associative
memory
or
processor
as
ing is an important concept that can
be employed to enhance
an
essential
component
for
storage
or
processing,
respectively.
the performance of special-purpose and general-purpose computers of the future. Thisdaim is:substantiated by the numer- As can be seen from these definitions, the distinction between an associative memory and an associative processor is
ous applicationssuggestedforassociative
processingtechnot very clear. In fact, the two terms have
been used interniques and the projected improvement in performance over
changeably
by
some
authors.
Most
associative
memories can
conventional techniques. For-example, it has been noted that
be
programmed
to
perform
logic
and
arithmetic
operations
the solution of certain dataprocessing problems on a generalpurpose computer using‘conventional procedures requires ex- and can therefore simulate associative processors. We accept
cessive running times. These problems include military data the convention that an associative processor must be able to
and/orarithmeticoperationsinhardware.
processing [7], applications involving large rapidly changing performlogic
Note
that
the
.definition
given for associative processors exdata bases [128], and information retrieval [132]. Associative
processors can handle these problems much more efficiently cludes array computers, suchas t h e W a cIV,’ from consideration. Also, the definition of associativecomputersdoes
not
than conventional systems.
embrace
computers
that
use
associative
devices
for
performThe purpose of this paper is to provide a survey of associative processingtechniques and a guide to the published ing executive control functions.
The terminologyusedforassociativedevices
is by no
be a tutorial paper
literature in thisfield. This is not meant to
means
standardized.
Associative
memories
[I331
have
been
and assumes some familiarity with the basic concepts of assoidentified
by
a
variety
of
names.
The
property
that
allows
ciative processing. Theseconceptshave beencovered in a
them to address the data by content resulted
has
in the names
1391, “content-addressed
‘contentraddressable
memory”
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[141], “multiple instantaneous response file” [ I l l ] , “parallel unit. The cells evaluate the input condition (given by the insearch file” [49], “parallel search memory” [42], and “search put and command buses) independently and in parallel, and
memory” [74]. Finally,one of theirmain characteristicsdepending on the outcome
will perform or ignore the specified
namely, decentralized processing-has resulted in the name
operation. Typical operations are changing state, transmit“distributed-logic memory” [83]. The term “associative pro- ting state information toa neighbor, accepting data from the
cessor” [41] has been used universally. Associative computers input bus, or putting data on the output bus.
Using these
[124] have beencalled by at least two other names: “discommands, the distributed-logic memory canperform pattern
tributed-logiccomputer”
[82] and “logic-in-memorycommatching operations, and is thereforewell suited for informaputer” [151]. We will use the terms “associative memory,”
tion retrieval applications [37], [83], [ 1481. Several modifica“associative processor,” and “associative computer” because
tions of Lee’s original design have been proposed [26],
they have been widely used elsewhere and for consistency and and some consideration has been given to the economical imbrevity throughout this paper. The term “associative device” plementationof such a system [26], [28].
refers to an associative memory or
processor.
Bit-Serial Systems
ARCHITECTURAL
CONCEPTS
More than a decade ago, Shooman [138] introduced the
I n this section, we will review some concepts in thedesign concept of parallel processing with vertical data, which essenof associative devices which are independent of implementa- tially consistsof processing one bitof a large numberof words
tion techniques. Several computer systems with associative
in parallel. Sincethenumber
of wordsto be processed is
processing capabilities have been described [X], [137]. Asso- usually larger than the numberof bits in each word, in appliciative devices can be used in a number of ways in a computer cations for which associative processing techniques have been
system, depending on the application: 1) as a special-purpose proposed, thisapproachrepresents
a compromisebetween
peripheral device [34], [76]; 2) as part of a storage hierarchy fully parallel and word-serial processing. The introduction of
[33], [110], [151]; 3) as a subsystem integrated into the com- this concept resulted in a large number of practically realizputersystem [34],[56]; and 4) as anautonomoussystem
able proposals for associative memories and processors [lo],
within a multiprocessor [34], [137], [162].
[14], [41], [SO], [52], [66], [76], [127], [129], [I501 and also
In addition, an associative memory can be used for per- made the use of memory elements with destructive readout
forming some executive control functions within a computer possible [22]. I t should be noted that byte-serial associative
system. In what follows, wewill consider possible organiza- devices may also be conceived which fall between bit-serial
tions for associative devices without considering them in the and fully parallel systems.
context of their application.
From the point of view of organization, we can classify Word-Serb1 Systems
associative devices in four categories: fully parallel, bit-serial,
When an associative device is viewed as a “black box”
word-serial, and block-oriented. Several extensions and modi- withcertainfunctionalcapabilities,
we notethat parallel
fications to the basic organizations discussed here have been operation on all the words is not essential. In fact,if the words
proposed, e.g., multiaccess capability [107], hybrid associa- are operated upon serially with
a very high speed, a reasonable
tive memory [159], and read-only associative memory [88], speed of operation may be obtained with moderate cost. This
[115]. In whatfollows, we will discuss these fourbasic organi- is the designphilosophyforword-serial
associative devices
zations along with techniques for dealing with multiple re[3O], [8O], [130]. A word-serial associative device essentially
sponses and hardware faults in associative
devices.
representshardwareimplementation
of a simpleprogram
loop that is used for linear search. Two factors contribute to
Fully Parallel Systems the relative efficiency of this appraach as compared with proFully parallel associative memoriesand processors can be grammed linear search. 1) Instruction decoding time is Te-.
furtherdivided.into
word-organized anddistributed-logic
duced since the search operation requiresa single instruction
systems. Since comparisonlogic must be associated with each on the associativedevice. 2) The data rates achieved
by circubit of the memory in a fully parallel word-organized associa. lating memories are much higher than those of random access
tive device, use of cryogenic techniques becomes attractive. memories.
This accounts for the large numberof references dealing with
Block-Oriented Systems
cryogenicassociative memories. Untilveryrecently,only
For applications such as information storage and retrieval
exact match operations hadbeen proposed to be implemented
where a large storage capacity is required, neither bit-serial
in fully parallel associative devices. Recent developments in
integrated-circuit technology have made possible the design nor word-serial systems offer an acceptable solution.Bit-serial
of associative processors in which a variety of comparison and systems become very expensive while word-serial systems rearithmetic operations are performed inparallel on each word. sult inexcessive processing time. As a result, several attempts
Since the amount of processing logic associatedwitheach
have been made to provide associative capabilities for mass
word is relatively high in such a system, very few applica- storage [67],[102], [113]. Slotnick [I451 proposes a logictions can efficiently utilize its power.
per-track device that consists of -a head-per-track disk memThe concept of a distributed-logic memory was proposed
ory with some logic associated with each track. His system
by Lee [82], [83], [84]. This organization is very desirable
exploits the very high potential data rates of head-per-track
when dealingwithvariable-length data items. The distribdisks and is suitable for applications requiring quantity
of
uted-logic memory consists of a control unit anda large num- storage which presently suffer from the highcost of random
ber of identical cells, each of which stores one characterof in- access memories or from performance degradation due to freformation (consisting of a symbol part and a state part) and quent transfers between primary and secondary storage.
A
can communicate with its two neighbors and with the control
system. based on Slotnick’s idea and Lee’s distributed-logic

[SI,
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the
memory 1821, [83] has been proposed by Parhami
[112] for erallybeen recognized that associativedevicespossess
information storage and retrieval applications. The author’s property of graceful degradation; i.e., the failure of a cell does
conclusion is that block-oriented associative processing connot necessarily affect the operation of the whole system. Furstitutes the most promising architecturefor applications such thermore, such faultycells can be effectively isolated from the
as information storage and retrieval.
others [1241.
Except for the word-serial-systems, the protectionof assoThe Problem of Multiple Responses
ciative devices against faults is complicated because
.of the
One of the unique problems encountered in associative de- high degree of internal complexity and the large number of
vices is that of multiple responses. In general, a search opera- concurrent operations that take place at the bit level. Pertion may yield a set of responders. Obviously, the purpose of forming operations at the bit level precludes the use of cona search is to identify a set of arguments on which a specific ventional coding techniques with low redundancy. An effective.method for concurrent detection of failures is the utilizaoperation is to be performed. If this operation can beperformed in the associative .memory or processor, no problem
tion of 1-out-of-2 encoding for all logic variables (double-rail
arises. However, if members of the set should be read out and implementation). Component replication constitutes another
transferred to other subsystems, some means should be pro- hardware redundancy technique that is very effective for proas the input andmask
vided to indicate the numberof responders and to select them tection of simple but critical parts, such
in some order.
registers, against failures. The array of cells can be divided
The first problem is to identify the number of responders. into modules that can be replaced by spares through switchThe simplest scheme yieldsa binary indication: no responder ing in the event of a failure detection. Alternatives available
or some responders. A more sophisticated scheme may prorange from replacement of one cell to the replacement of the
vide a ternary indication: no responder, exactly one responder, entire array.
In some applications of associative devices [25], [128], i t
or ‘more than one responder. Such a,.tetnary response is useful,forexample,fororderedretrievalfrom
an associative has been reported that only a small fraction of real time is
memory [136]. In some applications, an exact or approximate needed for the performance of processing functions assigned
of software and time-reknowledge of the number of responders may.be of some value. to the system. This makes the use
be
An estimate for the number of responders may be obtained dundancy techniques attractive. Software redundancy can
used in the form of periodic diagnostic routines and the addibyanalogsummingtechniques
[76]. Obtainingtheexact
number of responders amounts to finding the sum of a set of tion of extra steps to algorithms for checking critical com1-b binary numbers [48].
ponents. Time redundancy consistsof repetition of operations
The second problem is to select one member from the set because of the possibility of faults, or program restarts in the
of responding words. The selection may be at random or ac- case of failures.
cording to some priority scheme, e.g., according to physical
HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
location of members of the set in memory matrix. Software or
hardware approaches may be used for this purpose. The most
So f a r , we have considered different architectures of assostraightforward software solutionis to examine the words one ciative devices withoutspecific reference to the functions they
-at a time (or in blocks) sequentially in some order and select perform and their implementation. In this section,
we will disthe first responder. Another approachtoisuse ordered retriev- cuss the basic functions of associative devices, hardware eleal techniques, Le., to select a responder with a maximum (or ments used to implement them, and their physical characterminimum) numerical value in a particular field. This method, istics.
of course, requires that the value stored in that particular
field of each word be unique 1491, [lOO].A more detailed dis- Basic Operations
cussion of ordered retrieval will be given later.
Different operationsthat mustbe performed by an associaThe simplest hardware approach is to detect the first “1”’ tivedevicedependontheapplication.Theoretically,only
in theresponse store by shifting [22]. A
second approach is to exact match operation with masking
(i.e., marking all cells
arrange the eIements of the response store into a two-dimen- whose contents in a certain field match that of a given key)
sional array. Afirst interrogation of this array causesrow and and maltiwrite operation with masking(i.e., writing a certain
column indicators to be set which indicate active rows and field of a given key into corresponding fields of a set of.marked
columns. Then the intersectionsof such columns androws are cells) are sufficient for performing any logic operation. Howinterrogated to find the actual responders [160]. Hilberg [70] ever, theinefficiency of some such operations may force one to
proposes a modification of this method to reduce the number implement more,complex primitives directly in hardware. I n
of interrogations. In the fully parallel approach, a combina- this section,we will consider some operations that may be imtional logic net is used which either selects a responding word plemented as primitives.
directlyor gives its address for subsequent retrieval[2], [47],
The simplest search operations are exact match (equality)
and
its
complement(inequality).Anequality(inequality)
[1601.
search operation marks all
cells whose contents match (do
-RcliuMity and Fault Tohwance
not match) the unmasked portionof a key. The marking may
A concept of. fundamentat importaace in. computing sys- be done by setting or resetting a flip-flop that is associated
tems is that of fault tolerance; which may be*defined as the with eachcel1:Another search operation that may be useful in
proper execution.of programs (possibly. in a degraded mode) some applications is approximate match (similarity). A simidespite thepresence of hardware faults or software
errors. The. larity search operation marks all the cells whose contents approblem of fault tolerance of associative devices has not been proximately match the unmasked portion of a key, e.g., misexplored except f o r a few isolated attempts [41]. It has gen- match in at most k positions, where k is a specified .integer.
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devices is that they can be economically mass produced. The
main disadvantages of cryogenic elements that make them
unsuitable for implementing associative devices(smallones
Less than
Greater than
in
particular) are their
high refrigeration cost and mainteLess than or equal to
Greater than or equal to
nance
problems.
Maximum value
Minimum value
The problems with cryoelectric components and highly
the
Between limits
Not between limits
advanced magnetic memory technology have resulted in an
Next higher
Next lower.
interestinmagneticassociative
devices. Both discrete and
The search for maximum (minimum) value requires no
ex- continuous magnetic memory elements have
been proposed for
ternal argument except possibly for a mask. This operation
the implementation of associative devices. With respect to
marks all cells for which the numerical value in an unmasked discrete components, consideration has
been given to magnetic
field is a maximum (minimum) and is useful for ordered re- cores, transfluxors, biaxcores, andmultiaperture logic eletrievalapplications [62].The between-limits(not-betweenments [3], [43], [66], [81], [91], [94],
[123]. Recently,
[95],
limits) search operation is a composite search operation that magnetic thin-film, and in particular plated-wire,
memories
may be performed by a sequence of simple searches such as have become popularfor realizingbit-serial associative degreater-than and less-than searches [165].Actual implemen- vices. The following advantages have been stated for platedrepre- wire associative devices over magnetic devices using discrete
tation of all numerical search operations depends on the
sentation chosen for negative numbers.
components: 1)reduction of the costof memory array through
Other operations, which we will discuss, are read, write,
batch fabrication; 2) improvement of operating speed; and
and arithmetic operations. The read operation is performed 3) achievement of multiwrite capability with small cost
in
either by using an address,as in conventional memories, or by circuitry and power, due to small word currents. Many assoenabling a cell directly by a multiple response resolver. There ciative devices have beenproposedwhich
use continuous
are two types of write operations: simple write,which is simi- magneticelements [2O], [23], [SO], [SI], [98],[loa], [121],
lar to read operation, and multiwrite,
which is a very powerful [125], [128], [158].
operation used formodifying a given field of an arbitrary
The advent of large-scale integration ( S I ) has resulted
number of cells [116].Arithmetic operations are usually per- in a large number of proposals for solid-state associative deformed as sequences of other basic operations.Estrinand
vices. Lee [85]states the following advantages for solid-state
Fuller [39]give algorithms for arithmetic operations in terms associative cells. 1) High signal-to-noise ratioallows long assoof elementary operations that they define. These algorithms ciative memory words. 2) The equivalence of input and outare performed ina bit-serial word-parallel fashion and assume put energy levels minimizes crosstalk problems. 3) The input
2's complement representation of negative numbers. A fully
energy requirement canbe made very small.4) Output signals
parallel addition capability can be provided at the expense of are compatible with the external logic. 5) Components with
more hardware. Then simple add and multiadd operations can
very loose tolerances can be used.
be defined in a manner similar to simple write and multiwrite.
Most proposals deal with the implementation
of simple
associative memories [6], [9],[IS], [16], [69], [71],
[72],
Hardware Elements
[79], [86], [156],
[157]. I t has beenrealized recently that
Early advances in thedesign and implementation of asso- with LSI, morecomplex operations required for associative
ciative devices resulted from the developmentof cryogenic or processors can be implemented in hardware.
superconductive circuits. The idea
was first presented by Slade
and McMahon [141],who described a cryogenic catalog mem- Physical Characteristics
ory. Recent developments in
magnetic-film and integratedIn this section, we briefly review the speed, size, and cost
circuit technologies and the recognition of fabrication prob- of associative devices with respect to different architectures
lems and high refrigeration and maintenance costs for cryo- and implementations. Clearly, the
parallelprocessing capagenic devices have diverted the attention of researchers from bility of associative devices can provide orders-of-magnitude
superconductive associative devices. In this section, wewill
increases in data processing speeds in some applications that
discuss the use of various elements for the implementationof are limited by the sequential character
of the conventional
associative devices, without being concerned with their prin- von Neumann computer organization[126], [127].
The actual
ciples of operation. Reviews of various implementations have speed gain, however, depends on the application. Herewe disappeared in the literature [24], [65].
In addition to cryoelec- cuss the speed of associative devices without any comparison
trics, magnetic elements, and semiconductors, which will be with conventional systems.
discussed subsequently, other techniques such as the use of
Speed of fully parallel associative devices depends on the
glass delay lines and holography have been proposed for the operationsimplementedinhardwareandonthehardware
implementation of associativecapabilities [54], [88], [120],
elements used. Wald [I571 reportsthatMOSassociative
memories may be constructed with a cycle time of 300 ns for
[1301,[1311, [1461, [1471.
With respect to cryoelectric elements,we have already re- read, write, and equality search operations. Thecycle time of
ferred to the early contributionof Slade and McMahon[141]. such devices increases as more complex search and arithmetic
Their work was later expanded in subsequent reports [142]- operations are implemented because of the requirement for
[144]. A largenumber of otherresearchershavesinceincarry or borrow propagation. The time required fora n operavestigated various problems in the design of cryogenic asso- tion in bit-serial associative devices is a linear function of the
ciativedevices 111, [8], [28],
[SI], [75], [92], [108], [109],
number of bits involved in the operation, except possibly for
[117], [llS], [124], [133], [167], The
[168].
main advantage readandwriteoperations.Rudolph
et al. [128] report a
of cryogenic elementsfortheimplementation
of associativeplated-wiremechanization
that requiresfrom 100 to 300
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ns/b for search operations. Of course, some overhead (of the
order of 500 ns) is also required which is independent of the
number of bits. Operation time in word-serial associative devices depends on the size of their memory array. Rux [I301
reports a 2048-word associativememory usingglass delay
.
speed of block-oriented
lines with a cycle time of 1 0 0 ~ sThe
systems has not yet been evaluated. The RAPID system proposed by Parhami [112] is capableof searching a disk file in a
few seconds, depending on the search criteria.
Two factors limit thesize of associative devices: economic
considerationsandtechnicalconstraints.‘Economiclimitations may be wercome by considering different organizations
that provide tradeoffs between speed,
size, and cost. Technical
limitationsincludethehalf-select
noise (limitingthe word
length) and interrogation drive problems (limiting the
num-.
ber of words). Cryogenic techniques werebelieved to allow
large-capacity associative devices of fullyparallel type (lo’
to lo9 b). However, this conjecture has not yet materialized.
Only very small semiconductor associative devices are practical today. The magnetic associative devices that have been
proposed typically contain a few thousand words. These are
mainly bit-serialdevices. Large capacities are not practical
with the word-serial approach, either. Block-oriented associative devices allow very large capacities (109 b) at the expense
of a reduction in operation speed. Thephysical size of associative devices can be considerably reduced by achieving higher
circuit densities [ 1041.
The major drawback to the use of associative devices has
been theirrelatively high cost.Evenwithsuch
high costs,
associative devices have been more economical than convenet d . [128]
tionalsystems for someapplications.Rudolph
project that for the air traffic control application considered,
a n associative processor will cost less than 20 percent of a
conventional system. More economical realizations of associative devices are possible throughbatchfabricationtechniques [78], [166].

SOFTWARE
CONSIDERATIONS
The concepts of associative processing,discussed in the
preceding sections, are very important. Equally important,
however, are methods that enablea user to make efficient use
of thesecapabilities.Inthissection,
wewill discuss these
methods. We will also examine software simulationof associative processing capabilities.

1973

An interestingset of algorithmsforassociative
devices
includesthosedealingwithorderedretrieval.Ordered
retrieval may be defined as the retrieval of the members of a
set of words in ascendingor descending orderof the numerical
value stored in a.certain field. I t is assumed that this value is
unique for each word. Seeber and Lindquist [136] describe
anassociativememorywithorderedretrieval.
Lewin [87]
has developeda technique that requires 2m - 1 cycles for complete readout of m words. Wolinsky [163] hasdeveloped a
new proof for Lewin’s result. Other relevant work appears in
the literature [l], [19], [44], [73].

Programming Aspects
So far, the programming of associative devices has been
done mainly at the .machine languageor microprogram level.
At the machine language
level, a set of instructions is defined which can be combined to form a program [39], [129].
These instructions vary in complexity and many
of them may
actually be executed as a sequence of more primitive commands. At the microprogram level, each field of a microinstruction controls a subsystem or transfer path within the
associative device [41].
Emphasis on programming aspects of associative devices
has beenmixed. Some researchers emphasize the fact that
programming for associative devices is difficult to learn because of their conceptual differences with more conventional
systems [34]. Others point out thata large percentage of programming time and effort, for conventional systems,
is usually
spent inassigning and keeping track of addresses and that
addressing by contents frees us to a large extent from considerations such as scanning and searching [l], [83].
Software Simulation
Software simulation of associative processing capabilities
has been used for a t least two reasons- to verify a hardware
design and/or develop programs for it, and to replace hardware associative devices that have been prohibitively expensive. Functional behavior of associative memories with exact
match as the only operation can be simulated by hash coding
techniques. Several systems use software simulation of associative processing capabilities.Themultilistsystem
[ 1191
uses a simulated associative memory for applications such as
information retrieval and man-machine communication. The
association storing processor [I321 is suitable for information
storageand . retrievalapplications.The
TRAMPS questionanswering system [4] also uses a software-simulated associative memory.

Algorithms
A.problem that arises frequently inusing most computing
systems is that of synthesizing desired operations from a set
of primitiveoperationsimplementedinhardware.
Using
APPLICATIONS
Iverson’s notation,*Falkoff [42] has described algorithms for
Numerous applications have beensuggestedforassociaassociative memories. Estrin and Fuller [39] have developed tive devices. These applications have one or more of the folalgorithms for arithmetic and complex search operations for lowing properties: 1) require fast search of a large data base:
anassociativememory that has as basic commands exact2) require the performance of arithmetic and logic operations
match search and some read and write operations. They give on large sets of data; or 3) deal with dynamically changing
execution times for these algorithmsin terms of the execution data bases. Hanlon [65] notes that, for most suggested aptime for basic commands and estimate the latter for several plications, the superiority of the associative processing aphardware implementations. Other researchers have also de- proach has not been proved analytically or experimentally.
scribedsearchalgorithms
1451, [165], additionalgorithms
However, even the small setof applications for which associa1961, [169], andalgorithmsforfloating-pointoperations
tive devices have been clearly shown to be superior is enough
[154].
to justify such organizations for special-purpose use. These
applications include solution of some mathematical systems,
informationstorageandretrieval,
I(. E.Iverson, A Programming Language. New York: Wiley, 1962. radar signalprocessing,
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and performance of control functions in computer systems.
The first two are primarily numerical applications
while the
!3st two are nonnumerical (symbolic)in nature.
In addition to these four applications, associative devices
have been suggested for areas such as space applications [63],
artificialintelligence[4],[52],[53],[140],[170],language
and code translation [IS], [103], symbol manipulation [135],
interactivecommunication[139],[149],
logicdesign[93],
andsorting[134].Thesearemainlynonnumericalapplications.

all of the desired information [170]. The use of small associative memories in conjunctionwithsecondarystorage[34]
results in the expenditure of considerable amounts of time in
loadingandunloadingtheassociativememory.A
possible
solution that permits a reasonable tradeoff between speed and
cost is the provision of associative capabilities for mass storage [67], [102], [112], [145].

Control Functions in Computer Systems
Many control and executive functions in computer systems can benefit from theuse of associative devices. Foremost
amongtheseis
thecontrol of dynamicstorageallocation
schemes [21]. Time-sharingsystemscan
use
associative
memories to control the page transfers [SI, [68], [89]
Similarly, computer systems using a fast buffer storage between
the main memory and the processing unit may use associative
control for block transfer^.^ Associative memories may also
be used for resource allocation [ll], [12] and other executive
functions within computer systems [38], [64].

Solution of Mathematical Systems
Solution of mathematical systems refers to numerical applications such as function optimization [40], solution of differential equations [40], [58], matrix computations [77], and
graph manipulation [29]. Estrin and Fuller [40] compare the
solution time for a particular partial differential equation in
a
threecomputerorganizations:anassociativecomputer,
conventional computer (IBM 7090), and the Solomon computer.8 They conclude that an associative computer is
conCONCLUSION
siderably faster thana conventional one, but somewhat slower
than the Solomon computer, which has a considerably more
We have provided an introduction to the basic concepts
complex structure. Matrix computations are usually characof associative processing and a guide to the literature in this
terized by operations that involve doing the same thing to a field. Our conclusion is that the concept of associative processing is an important one and willbe used extensively in
number of matrix elements, e.g., an entire row orcolumn.
Using a number of simplifying assumptions, Katz [77] shows special-purpose and general-purpose computers of the future.
been built.Apartial
that for most operations on nth-order matrices,
for large n, Manypracticalsystemshavealready
a speedup factor proportional to n can be obtained by using listing of delivered associative memories has been given by
Rudolph et al. [127]. Among the special-purpose associative
an associative processor.
computers built to date, the most notable is the parallel eleRadar Signal Processing
ment processingensemble [6O] which is designedfor radar
Manyresearchershaveinvestigatedtheapplications
of data processing applications. Goodyear Aerospace Corporation is marketingageneral-purposeassociativecomputer,
associative processing techniques to radar signalprocessing
P 7 1 , [98], [991, [152], called Staran [lo], [129], which consists of a bit-serial asso1141,
[251,
[3511
[361,
[591,
[741,
[161]. I t is expected that much of the work in this area has not ciative processor and appropriate controls.
Despite the large volumeof published literature, many asbeen reportedbecauseofits
classified nature.Eddey[35]
compares an associative processor to a general-purpose com- pects of associative processing remain to be explored. T o asefficient operation of associativedevices,
puter for radar tracking and correlation. The significant speedsurereliableand
advantage of associative devices fora large number of targets these areas need to be investigated.
1) The architectural properties of different organizations
leads him to conclude that their use will lead to automatic
forassociativedevices(i.e.,fullyparallel,bit-serial,wordtrackingsystems of greatlyincreasedcapabilityandreliaserial, and block-oriented) must be studied. The tradeoffs, in
bility,andreducedcostand
size. Otherresearchersdraw
speed and cost, available to the designer must
be identified.
similar conclusions [14], [59].
2) Techniques need to be devised for the introduction of
Aproblemforwhichassociativeprocessorsseem
to be
fault tolerance in associative devices to allow correct program
ideallysuited is air traffic control[36],[97],[98],[99],
[152]. Rudolph et al. [128] estimate a more than 200: 1 speed execution despite the presence of hardware faults. The probadvantage over a conventional system for solving and updat- lem of testing and maintenance of such devices must also be
examined.
ing the collision detection problem for 128 aircrafts.
3) Moreconcreteperformanceevaluationresultsshould
Information Storage and Retrieval
be obtained for the proposed applications and new ones. Such
Suitability of the fast searchcapability of associative results will aid the designers in deciding whether associative
processing techniques are suitable for the applications being
memories for information storage and retrieval applications
considered.
wasrecognized over10yearsago[61],[114].Amongthe
4) Softwaretechniquesmust
be introducedtosimplify
early proposals were the distributed-logic memory [82], [83],
[90] and the multiple instantaneous response
file [lll],[171]. the programming aspects of associative devices. An associative computer is of little value for general-purpose use unless
Other pertinent work has alsobeen reported [115], [122].
it
canbe programmed easily andefficiently.
With the state-of-the-art technology,
it is obviously imT o summarize, two properties of associative devices dispractical to have an associative memory large enough
to store
tinguish them from conventional systems.1) Stored items can

* D. L. Slotnick, W. C. Borck, and R. C. McReynolds, “The Solomon
computer,” in 1962 Fall Joint Computer Conf., A F I P S Conf. Proc.
Washington, D.C.:Spartan, 1962, pp. 97-10?.

4 J. S.Ljptay, “Structural aspects of the system/3@3 model 85: IIthe Cache, IBM Syst. J . , vol. 7, pp. 15-21, 1968.
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be retrieved without a need for knowing their physical locabe performed
tion. 2) Datatransformationoperationscan
overmanysets
of arguments (possiblyinparallel)
witha
single instruction.
The advantages of such devices for the proposed applications include increased speed, simplified software, structural
regularity, simple growth, and graceful degradation. In particular, the structural regularity of associative devices justifies the replacement of logic circuits by functional memory
organizations [GI, [S7].
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